Reconditioning in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
Rheumatologists traditionally have recommended to rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients that they avoid dynamic and weight-bearing exercises because of concerns about aggravating joint inflammation and accelerating joint damage in such patients. These restrictions may lead to inadequate levels of physical activity and deconditioning. To review the literature on tolerance and benefits of conditioning training, including dynamic and weight-bearing activities in RA patients. Medline and Cochrane databases were searched with the keywords RA, rehabilitation, physical therapy, exercise, reconditioning, and rest. Rest therapy is more deleterious than beneficial in most patients with RA and may lead to deconditioning. Dynamic and aerobic exercises do not aggravate joint inflammation and do not accelerate joint damage in such patients. The important goal of reconditioning patients with RA is the prevention of functional decline. Conditioning programs designed to prevent widespread morbidities in healthy subjects are attainable by most RA patients, but an individualized approach to exercise is required. RA patients need to be persuaded about the effectiveness and safety of moderate and even high-intensity exercise.